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Let A ⊆ R, |A| = n. Form the grid A×A.

Is it possible that there could be ”lots” of lines – about n, say –

that hit the grid in ”lots” of points, say more than about n/10

or something?

Yes, as it happens – we could just take the n parallel horizontal

lines that each hit the grid in n points; or we could take the

vertical lines.

Ok, Ok... what if we disallow parallel lines?
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Well, then there is another construction we could use: take A to

be the geometric progression {1,2,4,8,16, ...,2n−1}. And then

consider the set of lines

y = 2
i
x, where i = −n/2,−n/2+ 1, ...,0,1,2, ..., n/2

Each hits the grid A×A in about n/2 or more points.

Notice that all these lines meet at a single point (0,0). Also note

that it is fairly easy to build an example where they DON’T all

meet at a common point – just take a few translates of the set A.

Say, let the grid be B×B where B = A∪(A+1)∪(A+2)∪(A+3)

or something.
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A natural condition we could impose to avoid this is to assume

that the lines are in general position, meaning:

• No two are parallel; and,

• No three meet in a common point.

We now arrive at a conjecture due to Jozsef Solymosi. But we

need a little terminology first:

Definition. Given a collection of points we say that a line is

r-rich if it intersects at least r of those points.
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Conjecture For every δ > 0 there exists k ≥ 1 such that if

n > n0(δ, k), then any set of k lines in general position cannot all

be δn-rich in an n× n grid.

What I and my coauthors have proved is a version of this con-

jecture. The particular form of our theorem is probably stronger

than the conjecture; but we haven’t bothered to deduce Soly-

mosi’s conjecture FROM our theorem (yet!):

Theorem (E.C. et al). For every ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such

that if n > n0(ε, δ), then if one has nε lines in general position,

they cannot all be n1−δ-rich in an n× n grid.
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Let’s first see what the Szemeredi-Trotter theorem would give

on this problem: if we have L lines, and each hits the grid in

n1−δ points, then we have Ln1−δ incidences; and by S-T, we get

Ln
1−δ ≤ (n

2
L)

2/3
+O(L+ n

2
).

So,

L � n
1+O(δ)

.

In other words, nowhere near strong enough to prove our theo-

rem. There’s a good reason: in using S-T, there is no assump-

tion that the lines are in GP; and we know that without that

assumption, you don’t get good bounds.
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Now let me outline the proof of our theorem:

Given a set of lines L, let IP (L) denote the set of lines of the

form � = �
−1

1
◦ �2, where

�1(x) := λx+ µ, �2(x) := λ
�
x+ µ

�
,

are lines belonging to L with the property that the resulting line

� is at least n1−3δ-rich (we assume �1 and �2 are n1−δ-rich). It

turns out that |IP (L)| ≥ |L|n−O(δ).
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But what if we had that it was quite a bit larger? Say, |IP (L)| ≥
|L|nc, for some c > 0. Well, if we knew that among this set of

new lines, there exists a large subset that is in general position,

then we could iterate: we just replace our original set of lines by

this new larger set that is in general position, which are only a

little less rich than before.

Iterating again and again, this will eventually lead to a contra-

diction, since there can’t be more than n4 lines that intersect

the grid in two or more points.

But how do we know that our lines are more-or-less in general

position?
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A priori, we don’t... and therefore we have to deal with a little

zoo of potential pathological cases.. Fix some parameter α > 0

that we can take as small as desired in terms of ε – we are

thinking of having δ < α < ε, δ is as small as needed relative to

α. Then, here are what the pathological cases look like:

• ”Large Star-Family”: A family of more than about |IP (L)|1/2

lines, where all lines in the family pass through a common

point of intersection;

• ”Large Parallel Family”: A family of more than about |IP (L)|1/2

lines, where all lines in the family are parallel;
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• ”Medium Star-Family”: More than nα families of lines, more

than nα lines per family, all lines in a family meet at a point;

• ”Medium Parallel-Family”: More than nα families of lines,

more than nα lines per family, all lines in a family are parallel;

• ”Small Families”: The lines in IP (L) are ”close” to being in

general position.
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The ”Large Star-Family” and ”Large Parallel-Family” cases are

relatively easy to eliminate: it turns out that having them would

force our original set of lines to not be in general position, con-

tradiction.

The ”Medium Parallel” case was worked out in a paper by myself

and Evan Borenstein some years ago; the only really new and

difficult case, then, is the ”Medium Star-Family” case.
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Very roughly, to show that there can’t be nα star-families, with

nα lines per family inside IP (L), we do the following: basically, we

just iterate IP a bunch of times – IP (L) to IP (IP (L)) etc. etc.

And it is possible to show that among the lines in this set, there

will be ones where the y-intercepts contain many expressions

from a set

b0 + c1 ∗ Λ+ c2 ∗ Λ+ · · ·+ ck ∗ Λ,

where |Λ.Λ| ≈ |Λ|, |Λ| � nα/2.

Now, using sum-product inequalities, one can show, then, that

this set of y-intercepts must exceed n4 after k > c1/α steps, for

some c > 1. This will then imply that there are more than about

this many lines hitting the grid in 2 or more points, contradiction.
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Ok, so we can assume that the lines in IP (L) are more-or-less in

general position; and, as we said, if |IP (L)| is significantly larger

than |L|, and the same is true after each iteration, then we reach

a contradiction – too many lines hitting the grid in two or more

points.

But now what if |IP (L)| ≈ |L|? Well, it turns out that there’s

a really neat trick that allows us to transfer our problem about

rich lines in n × n grids, to a problem about rich lines in a grid

of size |L|× |L| – we will have more than |L|n−O(δ) lines that are

about |L|n−O(δ)-rich in the new grid.

The rough idea of how to carry out this reduction is as follows:

if we compute �
−1

1
◦�2, where �1(x) = λx+µ and �2(x) = λ�x+µ�,

we get the new line y = (λ�/λ)x+ (µ� − µ)/λ. And so...
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If |IP (L)| ≈ |L|, we must have that there are about |L| possi-

ble y-intercepts (µ� − µ)/λ among these new lines in IP (L); but

since there are |L|2 choices for the triple (µ, µ�,λ) (note that λ

determines µ), we must have about |L|3 6-tuples (µ, µ�, ν, ν�,λ, γ)
satisfying

(µ− µ
�
)/λ = (ν − ν

�
)/γ.

And now if you were to fix, say, µ and ν, and therefore λ and γ,

and vary µ� and ν�, then typically you will get a line (µ�, ν�) that

is about |L|-rich in B × B, where B is the set of y-intercepts of

lines of L. And it’s not too hard to show that you in fact get at

least about |L| lines this way.
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If you were to get slightly more than |L| lines, then that would

be a violation of Szmeredi-Trotter for this smaller grid. So, we

can assume that there are something like |L|1−O(δ) lines in our

set that are rich in this grid B ×B.

Now is where we need a trick due to Elekes et al, working with

something called a ”commutator graph”: let L� be our lines that

are rich in B ×B; and define V to be the set

{f ◦ g
−1 ∪ g

−1 ◦ f : f, g ∈ L�},

and connect all pairs (f ◦ g−1, g−1 ◦ f) where f, g ∈ L� and where

both these compositions are ”rich” in the grid B × B (can be

made precise). Then, it turns out that a connected component

in this graph corresponds to a family of parallel lines.
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Now, it turns out that this graph MUST have high average de-

gree; and therefore there are more than something like |L�|1−O(δ)

rich lines in (L�)−1 ◦ L� that are parallel. This turns out to be

impossible, and is actually the ”Large Parallel Families” case in

the ”pathological zoo” analysis stated earlier.
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